. We discuss how the resulting system may be applied in a transferbased machine translation system, and how we can map from a shallow MRS representation to a deeper semantic representation.
Introduction
Locative prepositional phrases (PPs) pose several puzzles, both to syntax and semantics. First, locatives may be either static (Example (1)), directional (Example (2)), or ambiguous (Example (3)):
(1) Kim slept in Paris.
(2) Kim is driving into Paris.
(3) The mouse ran under the table.
As we see, the PP under the table may locate the whole event (Example (4)), it may express the goal of motion (Example (5)), or it may express (parts of) the path of motion (Example (6)):
(4) The mouse ran around under the table.
(5) The mouse ran under the table and stayed there.
(6) The mouse ran under the table into a hole in the wall.hole in the wall.
Second, we may use a combination of prepositions in order to express, for example, the source of motion, as seen in Example (7): (7) A mouse appeared from under the table.
Here, under the table seems to refer to a location, and it is from that expresses the directional component of the locative.
Third, we may see differences in the local interpretation of a PP and the same PP in a wider context. One popular example is the verb put, where both a static and a directional (goal) PP complement is accepted, and where both types of PP complements are interpreted as the goal of the motion.
(8) Kim put the book on/onto the table.
Fourth, a preposition may not always be followed by an argument; consider down in Example (9). When it occurs without an NP complement it may be followed by another PP as in Example (10) . How can the semantics of this construction be described compositionally?
(9) A child ran down.
(10) A child ran down under the bridge.
Another example of this phenomenon is how intransitive locatives disambiguate between different readings in Norwegian. The locatives inne and inn are static and directional (goal), in relation to a location which is inside in some (contextually determined) sense. When one of these locatives is succeeded by a locative PP, the second PP is given the same interpretation with respect to motion, as shown in Examples (11) and (12 Finally, we see a variation in how different languages express locatives. Some languages have rich case systems, whereas others use adpositions to express locatives. The focus of this article is locative prepositions in Norwegian and English. We will not consider locative case systems here, but we will see differences in which locatives are lexicalized as prepositions, as shown in Example (15) , where the Norwegian locative derfra is a lexicalization of the corresponding English complex PP from there.
(15) Musa kom derfra.
Mouse.DEF came there-from. 'The mouse came from (over) there.'
Our goal in this article consists of three parts. First, we take recent developments within formal semantic approaches to locatives (in particular Kracht 2002) and show how these can be implemented in Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS; Copestake et al. 2005) , a flat and computationally tractable semantic meta-language for first-order logic. Second, we determine the degree to which the insights from this particular approach to locatives can be implemented in a non-transformational, unification-based computational grammar based on HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994) . And third, we investigate what consequences the current analysis has for syntax and the syntax-semantics interface. Our implementation is of a fragment of Norwegian. Norwegian is in many respects similar to English, and where they are similar we will use examples from English. There are also some interesting differences, and we will use them to illustrate how the new representations can be exploited in an experimental semantic transfer-based machine translation system, like the LOGON system (Oepen et al. 2004) , which uses transfer representations based on MRS.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider various approaches to locatives, before we describe the formal semantic approach proposed by Kracht (2002) and introduce MRS in Section 3. In Section 4, we start to present our own solution to how these two approaches can be combined. We proceed to classify Norwegian locative adverbs and prepositions and show how various constructions can be handled in Section 5. In Section 6, we describe the main results from our implementation of a grammar producing the intended Kracht-style MRS representations. In Section 7, we argue that the current analysis is useful for a range of NLP applications, and sketch how it can be applied in a machine translation system. Finally we compare our approach to other computational approaches in Section 8, discuss evaluation of the analysis in Section 9, and conclude in Section 10.
Syntax and Semantics of Locatives
In this section, we consider relevant linguistic literature on locatives which will serve as a background for our proposal. We will return to a comparison between our approach and other computational linguistic approaches in Section 8.
Relevant Issues
There is a growing literature on language and space, but not all of it is relevant for our purposes. We are interested in how locatives should be handled in a computational grammar with a compositional semantic component, and in particular how static and directional locatives are treated. There are basically three types of questions relevant to our article, for which we will review relevant linguistic literature:
Q1.
Formal Semantics: What do locatives denote? Are locatives referential (denoting a location) or modificational (denoting a property of events and entities)?
Q2.

Syntax: Are locative PPs complements or adjuncts?
If we want our grammar to have compositional semantics, this question is closely related to the previous one. Analyzing locative PPs as adjuncts is hard to combine with the referential interpretation of locatives, as this either requires that the modified phrase also denotes a location, or that some additional machinery is introduced to map the location to a property.
Q3.
How is the distinction between static and directional locatives handled? Static and directional locatives differ both in syntactic distribution and truth conditions, and as we have observed, occurrences of locatives may be ambiguous between the two.
A prominent question in the literature on locative prepositions is the geometric structure of particular prepositions: for example, what geometric relationship between the ball and the cup has to be realized for an expression like the ball is in the cup to be true (e.g., Herskovits 1986)? As interesting as these questions are, we think they belong to the lexicon and the lexical semantic domain and fall outside the scope of this article. There is also interesting work which relates the meaning of individual prepositions to various types of psychological studies; in particular, studies of under which conditions the various prepositions are used (see, e.g., many of the references in Bloom et al. [1996] and in van der Zee and Slack [2003] ). But again this plays a complementary role to our work.
One particular question in the lexical semantics of prepositions is the distinction between what Zwarts and Winter (2000) , following Herskovits (1986) , call projective and non-projective prepositions. A non-projective preposition, like outside, requires only spatial knowledge of the location of the two objects, while a projective preposition, like behind, requires some further information about directions from the reference object. Levinson (1996) makes a further distinction between three types of reference frames called (i) intrinsic, where behind the house means on the other side of the house than what would be classified as the front side of the house, (ii) extrinsic, where behind the house is on the opposite side of the house than the speaker, and (iii) absolute, which applies to expressions like north of the house. We also think that these distinctions belong to the lexical semantic domain.
Hjelmslev's Theory of Cases
One of the earliest contributions to the study of locatives is Hjelmslev's (1935) theory of cases. Hjelmslev views case as a relation between two objects (Q1 above), which may be nominal or verbal (Q1/Q2). Cases may be either complements or modifiers (Q2), and are expressed through adpositions or inflections. These observations are based on data from a wide range of languages, including languages with locative case systems, such as Hungarian and the Caucasian language Tabasaran. Hjelmslev proposes a threedimensional case system (Q3), where the dimensions express directionality, coherence, and subjectivity. The directional dimension consists of approach, neutrality, and sep-aration. The coherence dimension has two interpretations, inherence (enclosure) and adherence (contact). And finally, the subjectivity dimension describes the dependence relation between the point of view and the location, being either subjective, objective, or neutral. For example, whereas behind or left of is dependent on the point of view, under is not, according to Hjelmslev.
Hjelmslev's theory of cases relates to all three questions, and it has formed the basis of much of the later work done on locatives. Even though we will focus on languages where locatives are expressed by prepositions in adpositions, and ignore languages where locatives are expressed through inflectional case, it is a point for us to base our approach on formalisms that also extend to languages where locatives are expressed by case. When it comes to the dimensions, directionality is particularly important for the questions we raised in the introduction, while the latter two dimensions relate to lexical semantics, which we will not pursue here.
Bierwisch's Grammar of Locatives
Bierwisch (1988) gives a detailed account of both syntactic and semantic aspects of locative prepositions in German, and is particularly interested in the relationship between the denotation of locatives (Q1) and the consequences for the syntactic treatment of locatives (Q2). Bierwisch notes that locative PPs serve as predicates (Example (16) Bierwisch notes that even though predication, complementation, and modification are clearly distinct syntactic relations, distinguishing between locatives as adverbial or optional complements is in many cases arbitrary (Q2). Bierwisch argues that directionality is a syntactic feature, ±DIR, on locatives. But as we shall see, a more complex inventory of syntactic features corresponding to different types of directionality is needed.
Bierwisch (1988) discusses two different positions with respect to the denotations of locative PPs (Q1): The referential interpretation, where locative PPs denote regions, just like NPs denote things, and the modificational interpretation, where the locative PPs denote properties of being located at a certain place:
The referential interpretation seems to be appropriate for PPs in argument position, as e.g., Hans liegt im Bett can plausibly be said to express a relation between Hans and a place denoted by im Bett. It is difficult to see, however, how on this account PPs can serve as modifiers or predicatives -unless a place is construed as a property, but that would violate the gist of the referential interpretation. The modificational interpretation, on the other hand, concerns itself with PPs as adjuncts, but seems to be in trouble with PPs in argument position. From this, one might be tempted to draw the conclusion that both interpretations are partially right and that they both are needed. (Bierwisch 1988, page 8) We will not discuss predicatives in this article, but refer to Kracht (2002) for treatment of adnominal locatives as a property of individuals. The duality with respect to the interpretation of locatives as referential or modificational is central to our article, and we will show, building on Kracht, how this can be handled in a computational grammar.
Jackendoff's Conceptual Semantics
Ray Jackendoff's (1983 Jackendoff's ( , 1990 ) conceptual semantics is a decompositional theory of meaning, heavily influenced by X-bar theory. Conceptual semantics organizes a repertoire of major conceptual categories, the semantic parts of speech, into functionargument structures. Lexical entries are encoded as Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCSs), as exemplified by the entry for the preposition in in (Example (20)), where we find the lexeme, the part-of-speech category, the selectional restriction, and the semantics on four separate lines.
Particularly interesting in our context is the semantic analysis of static and directional locatives (Q1/Q3), and how they combine with verbs (Q2). The LCSs of static locatives are claimed to have one layer, a Place function (Example (20)), as opposed to the LCS of directional locatives, which have two layers, a Path function as the outer function, and a Place function as the inner function (Example (21)). According to Jackendoff, there are five different Path functions: TO, FROM, TOWARD, AWAY-FROM, and VIA. These map from a Place to a Path. Jackendoff (1990, page 45) treats directional locatives as arguments to motion verbs, such that, for example, run subcategorizes for an optional directional locative argument (Q2), where the optionality is represented with angle brackets, note the LCS for run given in Example (22) . In the analysis of Example (23) the optional PP argument of run is coindexed with the PP into the room. Through co-indexing (j) this results in the conceptual structure in Example (24), where the path denoted by the PP enters into the function GO(subject entity, path) and thereby expresses the traversing of the path. By convention, the entity indexed i is taken to be the subject position. Jackendoff's description clearly shows that matters are more complex than the usual static/directional distinction. First, he introduces a finer classification between the different directionals. Second, he proposes there be a common core, the place, to different prepositions (e.g., in and into) and to the different uses of a preposition (e.g., the placeuse and the TO-and VIA-uses of under). Both observations will be part of our analysis.
But there are several problems with Jackendoff's approach. First, one will have to specify for any verb which can be modified by a directional PP, that the modifier is an optional part of the verb's semantics (or LCS). Because one and the same verb (e.g., run) can be combined with several directional PPs at the same time, as in Example (6), one would need a way to combine the semantics of the different locative PPs. Whether this should be done by merging the directionals into a single path, or by accepting multiple PP complements, is unclear in Jackendoff's theory. We believe incorporating the optional modifier's semantics into the verb's lexical entry leads to a very elaborate and inflexible semantics, and would prefer to avoid this, if possible.
The second, and more serious, weakness is that static and directional locatives are treated differently in the syntax. Static locatives are regarded as adjuncts, whereas directional locatives are regarded as complements of motion verbs. Unless there is provided syntactic evidence for this distinction, this violates the autonomy of syntax, as the semantics of the construction (whether it is the event or its participants being located) governs the syntactic analysis (whether the construction is analyzed as an adjunct or a complement). There are of course different syntactic restrictions on what kind of verbs static and directional PPs can modify, but this applies to many modifying PPs, and is not in itself sufficient to warrant different syntactic analyses. We believe that a uniform treatment of locatives, giving the same syntactic analysis independent of directionality, would provide a more sound and consistent analysis.
Fong's Directionals as Diphasic Events
Fong (1997) analyzes directional locatives. She focuses on the locative cases of Finnish, but includes comparisons to other languages, including English. Her main focus of interest is on how directional locative case in Finnish and directional prepositions in English can be used when there is no movement involved. In Finnish one uses expressions which literally when translated into English would become forgot my wallet into my car, and in English we have formulations like a bridge from Buda to Pest. Whereas other approaches take the spatial use as basic, and consider the more abstract uses as derived, Fong takes the opposite stand. The locative case is not in itself about paths. It has a more abstract meaning, and can be used when there is an underlying ordered domain, together with a proposition changing truth value, either from false to true or from true to false along the ordering. This abstract structure can be mapped to a more concrete structure, including space in English, and space or time in Finnish. Thus in Example (25) there is an ordering in space such that Example (26) is false at the beginning of this ordering, and true towards the end of the ordering.
(25) He went into the room.
(26) He is in the room. Kracht (2002) compares his approach to Fong's. One problem is that Fong's approach does not extend to the VIA-reading (in Jackendoff's terminology) of sentences like Example (3). From our point of view, it is also a point that she does not describe a compositional analysis. Also our focus in this article is strictly on the spatial readings of the locatives.
Zwarts's Vector Space Semantics
In a series of papers, Zwarts (1997 Zwarts ( , 2003a Zwarts ( , 2003b Zwarts ( , 2005 Zwarts and Winter 2000) has developed a semantics for locatives based on vectors. A main motivation for this proposal is the observation that locatives may be modified by phrases expressing distance or direction; for example, a measure phrase (ten meters), an adverb (diagonally), or a dimensional adjective ( far), as seen in Example (27).
(27) Superman is far/diagonally/ten meters above the building.
Many approaches to locatives will consider above the building to denote a region and let this be a set of points. It is then not obvious how the modifier ten meters can apply to this region. Zwarts and Winter (2000) propose instead to let the locative PP denote a set of vectors (Q1). Vectors are directed line segments between points in space. Loosely speaking, we may say that above the building denotes the set of vertical vectors starting in the building and ending above it. By then letting ten meters denote the vectors having a length of ten meters, the modification can be considered set intersection, and the result are all vectors of length ten meters starting in the building and ending vertically above it. Syntactically, Zwarts and Winter consider locatives to be modifying adjuncts. They mainly consider how nouns are modified. Because nouns denote sets of individuals, and locatives denote sets of vectors, they assume a primitive semantic function loc which maps individuals to their regions as sets of points (or vectors). This is used for the landmark (e.g., the building in the locative PP above the building). When a locative modifies a noun, the inverse function is used, such that the set of vectors is turned into the set of objects which are located within the set of (endpoints of) the vectors.
Even though this approach seems to solve the semantic problem of this particular type of construction, we are not sure how general it can be made. The compositional analysis of Zwarts and Winter (2000) is applied to modification of nouns and to predicative uses of locatives; they do not consider verbal modification. We can see how the approach can be adopted to verbal modification of static locatives in an event based framework by introducing a function loc e, mapping events to regions, but we do not see how it extends to directional locatives. In later articles, Zwarts (2003b Zwarts ( , 2005 extend the approach to the directional PPs. A directional PP does not denote a set of vectors, but a set of paths. A path can be considered a sequence of vectors. For example, in John went to the store, the path John followed can be formalized as a sequence of vectors, {v i |i ∈ I} for an ordered set I, where each v i has the store as its starting point, where John successfully traverses their endpoints, and where the last vector also has the store as its endpoint. Intuitively this is a correct description, but Zwarts (2003b Zwarts ( , 2005 does not show how this can be handled in a compositional grammar. It is a particular problem for a compositional treatment that static PPs and directional PPs are ascribed denotations of different types, unless they are also given different syntactic analyses (cf. discussion on Jackendoff in Section 2.4).
Kracht's Two-Layered Locatives
In Kracht (2002) , a novel approach to the semantics of locatives is described. Kracht presents a solution to Bierwisch's (1988) problem of the duality of locatives, by claiming that locatives consist of two layers (Q1/Q2). The lower layer, called a localizer phrase (LP), defines a region or location, while the higher layer, called a modalizer phrase (MP), defines events of motion with respect to this region (Q1).
Both from a semantic and syntactic point of view, Kracht claims a locative expression is structured as
Here, L is a localizer which together with the NP forms an LP whose semantic contribution is a location. M is a modalizer which together with the LP forms an MP, whose semantic contribution is an event modifier. The analysis is motivated on the one hand by the dualistic nature of locative semantics, and on the other hand by syntactic and morphological data. Locatives are realized differently in different languages. Some languages use pre-or postpositions, whereas other languages use locative case. In particular, case languages like Finnish, Hungarian, and Tsez realize the two different layers as different suffixes. Still, whether the locative is expressed by an adposition or case, the M+L most often form a unit. This is by far the most frequent case for English, meaning that the preposition under in Example (3) Kracht also claims that LPs only occur in restricted contexts, for example, as a complement selected by a verb or a preposition. The LP denotes a location, and the head of an LP is a localizer function, which defines a location in relation to its complement. Furthermore, Kracht claims that verbs may select a PP complement of a certain mode syntactically, but only interact with the LP semantically. In other words, the verb takes a location as the semantic argument. This is explained in more detail by Kracht (2006) . The principle governing this particular verb-PP interaction is called the Emptiness Principle (where X corresponds to a preposition, and C to a PP for our purposes):
Emptiness Principle. Suppose that X is a syntactic marker in the constituent C. Suppose further that the presence of X in C is determined purely by non-semantic rules (for example selection, agreement, Sandhi). Then the meaning of X is empty, namely the identity function. (Kracht 2002, page 204) Thus, we end up with a theory that explains both the dualistic nature of prepositions semantically, and how the two-layering interacts with the syntax.
Summary
In this section, we have looked at several theories on locatives. These theories each have a different focus and different goals. Returning to our initial questions, we see that both Kracht (2002) and Jackendoff (1990) preserve the two-layered nature of locatives. But where Kracht's solution allow directional locatives to be modificational adjuncts, Jackendoff is committed to treating directionals as referential complements of motion verbs. Furthermore, Fong's (1997) diphasic events are insufficient to capture the nature of Kracht's transitory and approximative modes. In addition, neither Jackendoff nor Fong provides a formalized compositional semantics to the same extent as Kracht. Furthermore, we find Kracht's approach to be of greater cross-linguistic validity, and porting the analysis to languages with locative case or a mix of case and prepositions is therefore possible. For these reasons, we have chosen Kracht's proposal as the basis for our implementation of locatives.
Formal Background
In this section, we describe the formal semantic aspects of Kracht's (2002) proposal, as well as the framework of MRS (Copestake et al. 2005) , a meta-level language for logical representations. Kracht (2002) argues for his analysis in terms of modalizers and localizers from datain particular data regarding case-in several typologically different languages. He proposes a formal ontology in which he specifies a formal semantics for the localizers and modalizers, and furthermore shows how the fact that a verb can select an LP or NP can be implemented in a grammar. Along the way he discusses several other phenomena, like the lexical meaning of the different localizers, with varying degrees of rigor. We will not have much to say about case or languages other than English and Norwegian. What we will do here is to present Kracht's formal ontology and semantics for the locatives which will serve as a starting point for our analysis. When it comes to the integration in a grammar, we will depart from his proposal. One should also keep in mind that his ambition is not to give full-fledged analyses of sentences containing locatives; he only discusses the relative contribution from the locatives.
Formal Ontology and Formal Semantics
To describe the semantics formally, Kracht uses a typed lambda calculus with the following basic types:
t, the type of truth values e, the type of objects v, the type of events i, the type of time points p, the type of spatial points r, the type of regions j, the type of intervals There are two ways to construct complex types. If α and β are types then so are α → β, and α × β. We write φ : τ to express that the term φ is of type τ. A term of type t is a formula. Its denotation in a model will be a member of the domain D t , the set of truth values. Each model will contain a non-empty set of individuals D e and each term of type e denotes a member of this domain. A simple formula, for example, man(cain) of type t can be constructed if man : (e → t) and cain : e. The ×-constructor allows a predicate to take more than one argument, for example, brother : (e × e) → t, and brother(cain, abel) : t. The domain of α → β, D (α→β) , is the set of all functions from
Functions are constructed by the use of lambda in the normal way: if φ : α, x is a variable, and x : β then λxφ : α → β.
The events allow for a Davidsonian treatment of verbs and adverbs, where a sentence like Example (30) denotes a set of events as in Example (31).
(30) Kim is driving.
The domain of events is a non-empty set D v . Kracht assumes the set of time points to be (isomorphic to) the set of reals, D i = R, and the set of space points to be (isomorphic to) the Cartesian space D p = R 3 . The type j is assumed to be a sub-type of i → t, and its domain, D j ⊆ D (i→t) , is the set of intervals. The type of regions, r, is assumed to be a sub-type of p → t. Its domain D r ⊆ D (p→t) is the set of all path-connected sets of points. For our purposes, we do not have to go further into the details here. 2 We have made one simplification compared to the original proposal. We have not included groups for modeling plurals because it is not relevant for the points we want to make in this article. Also, our notation departs in some respects from the original one. Kracht uses partly curly bracket notation for (characteristic functions of) sets, whereas we stick to a lambda notation.
For adverbial modification, Kracht claims the MP in Example (32) denotes a set of events, as shown in Example (33). The nuclear sentence in Example (30) also denotes the set of events in Example (31) and the modification works as an intersection between the two sets. Hence Example (34) We now turn to the inner structure of the MP and the semantics of the LP. A sentence like Example (34) says something about the relationship between the region where Kim is driving and the region within the city of Paris. To achieve this, Kracht assumes a primitive function taking objects to their regions, LOC. As objects can be moving, this function has to be time-dependent, hence of type e → (i → r). Thus if t is a particular time point, t : i, and the term paris of type e is the name of Paris, LOC paris(t), which is of type r, expresses the region of Paris at time t.
The LP cannot denote such a simple region, however, but has to be a set of regions, what Kracht calls a neighborhood. In the example, this will be the set of all regions that can be claimed to be in Paris.
3 Moreover, such neighborhoods may also vary with time, cf. behind the car. Hence the denotation of the LP has to be a parameterized neighborhood, of type i → (r → t).
An MP has the structure [M [L NP]]. If we assume the contribution from the NP to be of type e, then the localizer, L, will be of type e → (i → (r → t)), and the modalizer,
To take an example, the English prepositions into and in have different modes-into is cofinal whereas in is ambiguous between static and cofinal mode-but they share the same localizer function IN. The common LP corresponding to the expressions in Paris and into Paris will be IN paris. We could consider such localizers as primitive, but Kracht takes one step further and assumes that there are basic relations between regions, called local relations. For example, i, of type (r × r) → t, is a particular relation between two regions locating the second region within the first region. The localizer IN can then be analyzed as λxλtλr[i(LOC(x)(t), r)] and the LP corresponding to IN paris as λtλr[i(LOC paris)(t), r)], where r is a variable ranging over regions. Other prepositions contribute a different local content. Kracht thinks there is no upper bound on the possible different localizers in a language.
If we write L for the logical representation of the LP, the static MP can be written ST(L). Here ST is a modalizer, a function of type (i → (r → t)) → (v → t). Kracht argues from cross-linguistic data for a finite set of modalizers, in addition to the static mode, these being the four modes for directional PPs: coinitial, cofinal, transitory, approximative. They each contribute a different function CI, CF, TR, AP (corresponding to M) of the same type as ST. These modalizers are shorthand for more structured functions which can-at least partly-be expressed in the lambda calculus. To achieve this, Kracht assumes some basic functions. In addition to LOC : (e → (i → r)) introduced previously, there is a function TIME : (v → (i → t)), taking an event to the set of time points in that event, a function µ : (v → e), yielding the principal mover of an event, and a function LOC v : (v → r), yielding the (time independent) region of an event.
4 In addition, there are several defined functions used, for example, CF * , II, PEND, to make the representations simpler, and hiding some of the complexity. The cofinal reading CF(L 1 ) can then be spelled out as a series of equivalent representations (Examples (36)- (42)) making use of such defined functions and relations.
In plain English, this says that the mover of the event starts in a region which is not one of the regions in the neighborhood denoted by L, and ends in a region which is in the neighborhood denoted by L. Similar definitions can be given for the coinitial reading and for the transitory reading. To define the approximative reading, the representation language has to be extended with a function representing distance in the underlying metrical space. The static reading, ST(L), can through a series of equivalences be spelled out as the following:
For any time point t during the event e, the location of e belongs to L.
Comparing Kracht's and Zwarts' Proposals.
In Section 2, we compared Kracht's proposal briefly with some of the earlier proposals from the literature. Having the formal apparatus on board, we will now compare it in more detail to Zwarts and Winter's (2000) proposal, to investigate if and how the two approaches can be combined. One possibility is to try to merge the two proposals. We may extend Kracht's semantics with vectors and let p be the type of vectors instead of points. The domain of regions, D r would still be a subset of D (p→t) . A set of vectors would be a region if the set of endpoints of the vectors is a path-connected set of points, and so forth. Zwarts and Winter's treatment of modification as intersection, as in ten meters above the house, can be reconstructed within this framework if we consider it as LPmodification. This means that ten meters, which intuitively is a set of vectors, V, hence of type p → t, has to be lifted to type i → (r → t). One can take the temporal part to be constant. For the regional part, a possibility is to admit all regions consisting of vectors which are ten meters long, hence lift V to the following:
This is a little simplified, though, because for a hot air balloon to be ten meters above the house one cannot request all parts of the balloon to be ten meters above the house. But that is as much a challenge for Zwarts' original proposal and it does not belong to the compositional semantics to solve.
This analysis has a problem with compositionality, though. In an expression like under the top, the preposition under is interpreted as M+L, and under the top as an MP. We do not have a constituent corresponding to the LP part of under the top, which can be modified by ten meters. Zwarts and Winter's solution works, on the other hand, because they only consider static PPs, or rather NP-modifying PPs. It remains to show how this can be extended to directional PPs. We will hence ignore such modifiers for the rest of this article.
Introducing Minimal Recursion Semantics
MRS (Copestake et al. 2005 ) is a framework for semantic representations in large-scale grammars. The main goals for MRS is to be expressively adequate allowing linguistic meaning to be represented properly, to be compatible with other modules in a grammar, to be computational tractable, and to support underspecification. The semantic representations in MRS can be considered a meta-level language for representing an underlying object language which is typically first-order logic with generalized quantifiers. Example (46) is an MRS structure for the sentence in Example (45). The basic building blocks are the elementary predications (EPs), like dog(x) and chase(x,y), corresponding to atomic formulas.
(45) Every dog chases some cat.
MRS is often described as a flat semantics, because the MRS structures are syntactically non-recursive. This is achieved by labeling all EPs with handles. In Example (46), h3 is the label on the predication dog(x). In addition, an EP may have handles as arguments (cf. the argument h2 of every (x, h2, hA) ). Quantifiers introduce special relations in an MRS, corresponding to generalized quantifiers. The first argument of a quantifier relation is the bound variable, the second is the restriction, and the third is the body. These handles are employed in the mapping from the flat meta-level representation to the object-language expressions with explicit representations of scope.
Scope underspecification is represented in MRS by having handles in argument positions of EPs that are not the labels of other EPs. The handles are linked (or equated) in the construction of object-language expressions. The unconstrained handle arguments hA and hB in Example (46) may be linked in two ways to construct the expressions in Examples (47) and (49), corresponding to the FOL expressions in Examples (48) and (50), respectively.
(47) some(y, cat(y), every(x, dog(x), chase(x, y)))
To constrain the possible linkings of handles and thereby the possible scope relations, MRSs may contain so-called equality modulo quantifiers. The constraint for the handle h and the label l (of some EP), h = q l, called a qeq constraint, expresses that either h = l, or some non-repeating chain of one or more labels of quantifier EPs intervene. An objectlanguage formula is described by the MRS structure only if it respects all the constraints and all variables are bound.
The general form of an MRS can be considered a four-tuple GT, LT, R, C where R (relations) is the bag of EPs, and C (constraints) is a bag of all the qeq constraints. In addition, GT (global top) is the label of the topmost EP of the structure, while LT (local top) is the label of the topmost EP of a sub-structure. The LT is needed for rules of semantic composition. Furthermore, the GT is always qeq to the LT of the root phrase.
Semantic composition in MRS is performed as follows: The bag of EPs (R) and the bag of qeq constraints (C) of the daughter nodes are appended on the mother node. Furthermore, the global tops (GT) of the daughters are equated on the mother mode. Scopal and intersective combination are treated differently. For intersective combination, the local tops (LT) are equated. For example, if black corresponds to the expression in Example (51) and cat corresponds to Example (52), then black cat corresponds to Example (53). (The coindexation of x and y is done through the interaction with the grammar.)
For scopal combination, the LT of the mother is equal to the LT of the scoping daughter, and a qeq constraint is added between the scopal argument of the scoping daughter and the label of the scoped-over daughter. One result is seen in Example (54), corresponding to probably sleeps.
For quantifiers, the scopal argument is the restriction of the quantifier, whereas the body of the quantifier is left unconstrained. This means that the handle variable in restriction position is qeq to the label of the restriction's LT. For example, if every corresponds to the expression in Example (55) and cat corresponds to Example (56), then every cat corresponds to Example (57).
MRS Analysis of Locatives
Kracht's analysis is based on higher order functions and functional application. How can that be ported to a system based on (first-order) predication where composition is built by unification? And how shall the phenomena be described in a grammar? We will work our way top down starting with how MPs are combined with other phrases and then proceed to the inner structure of MPs. We will take as our starting point the large-scale computational English Resource Grammar, ERG , 6 an HPSG grammar using MRS as the format for semantic representation (see Flickinger 2002 and Section 6 of Copestake et al. 2005) . ERG uses a Davidsonian approach where verbs introduce events, and adverbial intersective modification involves coindexation of the event variables of the verbal relation and the modifier relation. Because Kracht's approach is also event-based and he considers all adverbial locative PPs (i.e., MPs) as intersective modifiers, the analysis of MPs can be expressed straightforwardly in MRSs and is, in fact, similar to the analysis in ERG.
MRS Analysis of Modalizer Phrases (MPs)
The MP can be represented with an EP containing an event variable. Schematically, the MRS structures in Examples (58) and (59) are composed into Example (60). As we described in the previous section, intersective adverbial modification in MRS is expressed by coindexation of the labels of the intersected EPs. Shared labels are treated in MRS as implicit conjunctions, and coindexation of labels will thus have the same effect as conjoining the two EPs. (The event variables are coindexed through the interaction with the grammar.) (58) 
MRS Analysis of Localizer Phrases (LPs)
We now turn to the question of the inner structure of the MP, the representation of the LP, and how the MP is constructed from the LP. This is more delicate, as in Kracht's formalism an L representing an LP is a higher order function-of type (i → (r → t)). This function occurs on the one hand as an argument to other functions, for example, to the modalizer functions, ST, CF, CI, TR, AP as in Example (36), and on the other hand as a functor (or relation) when the deeper semantics of the modalizers are spelled out, for instance, as in Example (42). Our solution is based on a division of semantic representations into several layers. We will distinguish between a surface level and deeper levels. The surface level will represent all semantic information that is grammaticalized, and it will be appropriate for parsing and generation, and possibly other types of applications. The surface representation does not have to represent all the deeper semantic meaning explicitly, but the deeper meaning should be derivable from the surface representation. Thus, for this particular example, it suffices with a surface representation corresponding to Example (36) since we have demonstrated how Example (42) can be derived deterministically. Because an LP will always be argument to an M or to a verb, it is possible to give representations where we only see such Ls in argument positions. We may therefore consider the type (i → (r → t)) of parameterized neighborhoods a primitive type l in our surface representation language. A modalizer function, like CI, takes first a parameterized neighborhood, L, and then an event, and yields a truth value. It is of type (i → (r → t)) → (v → t). This corresponds to being of type For applications, we can convert this simple surface interpretation to Kracht's deep representations by a simple translation procedure. In this respect we assume a similar approach to that which Copestake et al. (2005, page 312 ) and ERG take for tense. In ERG, tense is treated as a simple feature on events; there are no variables corresponding to, for example, time points. Copestake et al. argue that such a representation is preferable since it simplifies parsing and generation, and it suffices if it is possible to derive the deeper representation from this representation. Consider our analysis of the MP into Paris in Example (64). The meaning of in loc(l, paris) is that the localizer function corresponding to in maps paris to l. A similar translation can be applied in the case of the other mode relations, including static. This means that from our simpler surface representations, we can construct Kracht's representations for application purposes when it is desirable. The location variable l is unbound in the MRS representations. As with event variables in MRS, we assume an implicit quantifier for each location variable. But in contrast to the event quantifier, we assume that this quantifier has a fixed narrow scope, that is, it scopes over the modalizer and localizer relations, and is outscoped by all quantifiers binding referential indices, including the quantifier introduced by the complement of the PP. Moreover, this quantifier will be a quantifier claiming that there exists exactly one such region. Though the quantifiers are not explicitly represented, the translation into Kracht's functional language proceeds as if they were there.
One could ask why we bother to decompose the preposition at all. Why do we choose to analyze Example (61) as Example (62) when we could use the simpler Example (69).
(69) h0, h1, {h1: under(e, x)}, {}
There are several reasons why we want to decompose. First, a preposition like under can be interpreted in any of three ways {h1: st mod(e, l), h1: under loc(l, x)}, {h1: cf mod(e, l), h1: under loc(l, x)}, or {h1: tr mod(e, l), h1: under loc(l, x)}. A simple translation procedure would have to propose all these three when the preposition is translated into a deeper representation. But by having the mode explicitly represented, we can to a certain degree disambiguate between the different modes during parsing. As this disambiguation is performed during the syntactic analysis, we believe that the disambiguated structure should also be reflected in the semantic representation. Second, we will see in Section 5.2 that the decomposition simplifies the interpretation of sentences where several prepositions co-occur. Third, we find anaphoric uses of locative expressions, and an explicit representation is needed to describe the sentence in Example (70). Here, it is clear that the anaphoric there cannot point to the set of events denoted by the MP to Paris. And as we want there to denote a location rather than an entity, we cannot simply let it point to Paris either, unless we coerce Paris to a location. Rather, we let there point to the location corresponding to the LP level of the PP to Paris.
Norwegian Locatives
In this section, we will use Kracht's (2002) theory for two purposes. We will first show how locative prepositions can be classified along the modalizer and localizer dimensions, and secondly use the theory to explain differences between Norwegian and English locative prepositions. In Norwegian, we find no direct counterparts to the English cofinal prepositions into and onto. Instead, one uses a combination of an intransitive locative preposition, for example, inne (inside st ) or inn (inside cf ), followed by the relevant preposition, for example, i (in) or på (on). This was exemplified in the sentences in Examples (11) and (12). We return to our analysis of these constructions in Section 5.2. Thus, this section will focus mostly on the analysis of Norwegian locatives.
Classes of Locatives
Looking at the selectional patterns of Norwegian prepositions, we identify three distinct patterns:
1.
PP transitive. These take PP complements. The most frequent are fra (from) and til (to), with via/om (via) and mot (toward) as possible candidates. Note that all these prepositions also occur with NP complements.
2. NP transitive. These take NP complements. All ordinary prepositions fall into this class.
3.
Intransitive. These take no complements, and are semantically equivalent to a full PP with a contextually determined location. Furthermore, the analysis we propose is decompositional, and we classify locatives semantically along the modalizer and localizer dimensions. The modalizer dimension seems to have an upper boundary, as Kracht (2002) claims to have found evidence for five modalizers. The localizer dimension has in principle no upper boundary. In Table 1 , we show how the different types of locatives are distributed over the localizer and modalizer dimensions. Prepositions in the same column share modalizer, and prepositions in the same row share localizer. For each Norwegian locative, the corresponding English locative is listed in parentheses.
Recall that prepositions can function as heads of MPs and LPs. For Norwegian and English, there is a general correspondence between the prepositions being heads of static MPs and being LPs. It is also worth noting the transparent morphology the intransitive prepositions show with respect to mode. The system is made up of a stem and a suffix, as follows: -e (static), -efra (coinitial), -(cofinal), -om (transitory) and -over (approximative).
More on the Internal Structure of Locatives
We follow Kracht (2002) hjemmefra (from home)
hjem (home) hjemom (−) hjemover (homeward) a See Section 5.2 for alternating prepositions.
The relevant part of the semantics for the locative expression is also shown, using the example sentences from Section 1. 
Implementation
In this section, we first describe the framework the grammar was implemented in. We then proceed to describing the classes of locative prepositions described in Section 5. The implementation of Kracht's (2002) emptiness principle will be central to our grammar.
Framework for the Implementation
MRS is a general format for representing different formal object languages and may be combined with different syntactic models. It has in particular been combined with HPSG grammars where it has been used in the large English Resource Grammar (Flickinger 2002). HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994 ) is a unification-based non-transformational theory, using multiple inheritance type hierarchies and unification of typed feature structures as central formal mechanisms. The analysis we have presented so far is compatible with different syntactic models. We have made a small fragment of an HPSG grammar to illustrate the analysis. This fragment was implemented in the Linguistic Knowledge Builder (LKB) system . The LKB system is an implementation environment for writing HPSG grammars. The grammar was based on the Matrix "starter kit" for building HPSG grammars (Bender, Flickinger, and Oepen 2002) . The Matrix contains types for building MRSs as the semantic content of a sentence compositionally. Principles restricting the syntax-semantics interface, as described by Copestake, Lascarides, and Flickinger (2001) , are also encoded in the Matrix. For instance, a sign (phrase or word) only exposes its handle, main internal argument, and external argument to the rest of the grammar, such that, for example, a verb cannot control the arguments of its complement. The description of the grammar presented here deviates somewhat from the Matrix, in order to improve readability. We also only present the relevant features of the grammar, as the actual descriptions of the signs in the grammar are quite complex, having to deal with many other aspects of the grammar. We refer to Jørgensen (2004) for details of the implementation.
Goals
We want our implementation to give the correct syntactic and semantic (MRS) analyses, while having minimal redundancy in the lexicon. We furthermore want to underspecify ambiguities wherever possible. Corresponding loosely to questions Q1-Q3 in Section 2, we need to consider the following dimensions that serve as the guidelines for the grammar presented here:
1. Modalizer+Localizer/Localizer: Locative prepositions must have the ability to denote sets of events (i.e., serving as M+L) and denote locations (L), depending on the syntactic context.
2.
Adjunct/Complement: Locative prepositions must have the ability to serve as modificational adjuncts and as referential complements, depending on the syntactic context.
3.
Mode ambiguity: Mode ambiguous locative prepositions should display this ambiguity in the semantics, and only be disambiguated semantically when the syntactic context allows it.
NP Transitive Prepositions
For sentence (3), we want to obtain the MRS in Example (72). The HPSG representation for the sign under is given in Figure 1 . 
st or cf or tr mod and loc lex item 
Figure 1
Simplified AVM for the NP transitive preposition under.
the main variable of the preposition (MRS.HOOK.INDEX), treating the preposition as an intersective modifier. (Disregard the underspecified variable type event or loc for now, except for the fact that because the verb's MRS.HOOK.INDEX is an event, the underspecified type will also be constrained to be an event in cases of adverbial modification.)
PP Transitive Prepositions
We now turn to the sentence in Example (7), for which we want to achieve the MRS in Example (73). This is more complex, as we want to arrive at this MRS while still using the sign for under from Figure 1 . The representation for from acting as a PP transitive preposition is given in Figure 2 . We have two different entries for the preposition from in the lexicon, one where it is PP transitive and one where it is NP transitive. The entry for the NP transitive from is more or less identical to under, except that it introduces different semantic relations (ci mod rel and at loc rel). The two signs in Figure 1 and Figure 2 together correspond to our implementation of the emptiness principle, by unification of the constraint id rel on COMPS<MRS.KEY-REL> in Figure 2 and MRS.KEY-REL in Figure 1 . As we recall from Section 2.7, the emptiness principle claims that when an element is fixed regardless of the interpretation of the sentence, it is interpreted as the identity relation. Kracht's claim is more radical than our implementation, as he claims that any element may be empty. We have only implemented the emptiness principle for prepositions.
The MRS in Example (73) is obtained as follows:
r Identity relations: The claim that any preposition can be semantically empty corresponds in our type hierarchy to claiming that every relation introduced by a preposition has an identity relation as a subtype of it, as shown in Figure 3 . Recall that empty elements must be syntactically selected. Thus we constrain the selecting head, whether a verb or a modalizer, to select a preposition with an empty element.
r Localizer-Static modalizer correspondence: As already noted, there is a general correspondence between the static prepositions and the prepositions that figure as complements of PP transitive prepositions.
r Selectional constraints: From selects a static preposition whose key semantic relation is the identity relation. This is represented in MRS.KEY-REL, a feature that every sign exposes according to the
Figure 2
The PP transitive preposition from and LP selection. Figure 1 that this was underspecified as event or loc.
Intransitive Prepositions
Intransitive prepositions are implemented similarly to NP transitive prepositions, except that they take no complements (empty COMPS list), and that they introduce a loc rel with only one variable. The MRS we obtain is shown in Example (74).
(74) [A mouse ran here] = h0, h5, {h1: some(x, h2, h3), h4: mouse(x), h5: run(e, x), h5 :st or cf mod(e, l), h5 :here loc(l)}, {h2 = q h4}
Alternating Prepositions
Alternating prepositions are implemented as something between a PP transitive preposition and an intransitive preposition. They take optional static PP complements, which in turn are interpreted as LPs (identical to LP selection for PP transitive prepositions). The location variable of the internal loc rel and the complement loc rel are coindexed, such that the mod rel predicates over both localizer relations. The MRSs for the syntactic analysis of Example (10), where the second PP is a complement of down, is shown in Example (75). As mentioned in Example (12) 
PP Transitive Verbs
The mechanisms we introduce for LP selection and mode underspecification have until now been used to describe complex locative PPs. But the same mechanisms can be used for other heads selecting PP complements, for example, verbs. Recall Bierwisch's (1988) claim that liegen (lie) is a relation between the subject and a location. This can now be implemented directly, by stating in the description of the verb that it selects an LP complement, identical to the complement of the PP transitive (modalizer) prepositions.
More interesting is the class of verbs known as put-verbs. Such verbs take both static and cofinal complements, and express directionality in both cases as we saw in Example (8). Kracht's two-layering enables us to let the verb select the full PP (MP) as the syntactic argument, but only the denotation of the LP as its semantic argument. The verb can thus express the movement, while the PP contributes the goal of the movement to the semantics. We encode this by describing the PP complement of the verb to be an LP (denoting a location) of static or cofinal mode (in COMPS<. . ., [MRS.KEY-REL]>). Thus, we arrive at the same semantics for both sentences in Example (8). At the same time we constrain the verb to only select PPs of static or cofinal mode. A simplified AVM for the verb put is shown in Figure 4 . A similar treatment can be given to any verb that semantically selects a location rather than an event as the denotation of the PP complement.
Summary
We have achieved our goals for the implementation from Section 6.2 as follows:
1.
Adjunct/Complement: All locatives have the ability to serve as modificational adjuncts through the MOD list. All locatives have the ability to serve as complements, by being selected by a head, for example, a modalizer ( from) or a verb.
2.
Modalizer+Localizer/Localizer: When serving as a modificational adjunct, the item on the MOD list constrains the MRS.HOOK.INDEX of the PP to be an event, namely, the PP denotes a set of events. When serving as a complement, the selecting head may constrain the MRS.HOOK.INDEX of the PP to be a location, and at the same time specify the main semantic relation, the MRS.KEY-REL, to be an id rel, which is a subtype of all mod rels.
3.
Mode ambiguity: We introduce disjunctive semantic relations for mod rels. These may be further constrained by the syntax, for
Figure 4
Simplified AVM for the verb put.
example, by specifying that only motion verbs may be modified by directional modes. This particular feature has not been implemented yet, however.
Machine Translation
Our analysis can be applied in several types of applications. First of all, it serves as the basis for a coherent analysis of locatives, for example, in that PP complements of both prepositions and verbs are analyzed in a uniform manner. It also makes the syntaxsemantics interface clean, in implementing the dualistic nature of locatives as referential and modificational. We believe one of the strengths of this analysis concerns the choice of the level of representation. In an NLP system where spatial reasoning is required, one may choose to spell out the details in the analysis, as shown in Section 4.2. In other NLP applications, the superficial representation is sufficient, and one does not want to introduce a complex model involving movers, time points, and parameterized neighborhoods. In this section, we show how our analysis may serve as the best level for representations in a transfer-based machine translation system, due to the interlingual nature of the modes. Kracht (2002) argues that the modes can be found across a wide range of languages, making them good candidates for true interlingua predicates. The localizer functions, however, are language-dependent, and there exist different systems for locatives in different languages. Also, whether the particular combination of modalizer and localizer is lexicalized is language-specific, as we see in Section 7.2. We will illustrate the flow in a semantic-based transfer MT system from Norwegian to English, with two examples. The modes are treated as interlingua predicates, whereas the localizer functions are language-dependent, and thus transferred by the transfer module. In Section 7.1, we consider an NP transitive preposition, and show how a mode-disambiguated preposition may translate differently from the mode-ambiguous preposition. And in Section 7.2, we describe how an intransitive preposition is translated into a complex PP consisting of a PP transitive preposition and an intransitive preposition.
Translation of an NP Transitive Preposition
Consider the Norwegian preposition i (in).
It is ambiguous between a static and a cofinal reading, but may be disambiguated by the syntactic context. The translation flow of the cofinal and ambiguous readings of the locative i (in) are shown in Example (77).
(77)
Translation of an Intransitive Preposition
Intransitive locatives, or context-dependent locatives, provide more interesting mismatches between Norwegian and English locative expressions. In Table 1 from Section 5.1, we see that Norwegian has a rich inventory for expressing context-dependent spatial relations. One example is the Norwegian locative derfra, as seen in Example (15), which translates to the English complex from there. These kinds of mismatches are now easily explained. In Norwegian, we find a lexicalization for the combination of the coinitial mode and the localizer function der loc (semantically interpreted as distal, and contrasted by proximal/close). In English, we do not find this lexicalized preposition, and the two semantic relations (modalizer and localizer, respectively) are realized as separate lexical items. The translation flow of the locative derfra is shown in Example (78).
Translating in the other direction, we also receive a second possible translation: fra der. This can be blocked, however, if the transfer mechanism allows for rule ordering where rules can be optional or obligatory, as in the LOGON system (Oepen et al. 2004) . Then the rule choosing derfra is tried first and if it succeeds the other option is blocked.
Other Computational Approaches
In Section 2 we considered different linguistic approaches to locatives that were not computational. We will here compare our approach to earlier computational approaches with similar goals to ours.
Creary et al.
Creary, Gawron, and Nerbonne (1989) describe a fully implemented system for database queries. They propose to take locative PPs to be arguments rather than modifiers. They observe that such an approach must explain occurrences of several PPs as in Example (79). Their solution is to let each PP denote a region. The denotations of the three PPs are intersected (as point sets) resulting in one region satisfying all three of them. This region is then taken as an argument to the semantics of the verb.
Such a solution seems to work for this example. But all the examples in the article are static PPs. This approach does not so easily extend to directional prepositions because directional prepositions cannot be taken to denote regions.
The Core Language Engine
In the Core Language Engine, ordinary PPs are considered modifiers (Alshawi 1992). Semantically, an ordinary preposition is a relation between two arguments, the landmark object, and the event denoted by the verb in the case of verbal modification. There is no special treatment of locative prepositions and no distinction is made between directional and static prepositions. This is in many ways a baseline approach to prepositions in event-based computational grammars, and we sketched it in Example (69). In addition to the ordinary PPs, four other classes of PPs are recognized where one is the class of subcategorized prepositions which are semantically empty, as in handed a book to Mary.
We argued in Section 4.2 for why we think our refined analysis is an improvement over the baseline approach.
VerbMobil
In VerbMobil the semantics of prepositions are also considered relations between the landmark and the event (or object) it modifies (Buscbeck-Wolf 1995) . Syntactically, directional PPs may be complements, but they are still considered semantic modifiers. In addition to relations and arguments, the semantic representations in VerbMobil are decorated with additional information which is exploited in the transfer step of the translation. In particular, the representations for PPs and the lexical entries for prepositions contain a feature ROLE as part of the argument (to be) filled by the landmark. This ROLE can contain information like way rel for directionality, and its negation for static PPs. In German, this property will correspond to whether the case of the landmark is accusative or dative.
Though this extra ROLE information may be a useful tool in translation, it lacks a denotational meaning. Moreover, this approach does not explain how we can make reference to locations, nor the structure of the PP transitive prepositions. Trujillo (1995) analyzes locatives in the context of transfer-based machine translation. He first develops a general format for a flat semantic representation called indexed lexeme lists, and shows how transfer between English and Spanish can be carried out on such representations. He then investigates differences in properties between English and Spanish spatial prepositions, and discusses the proper semantic representation of locatives and how this can be exploited in translation.
Trujillo's Spatial Prepositions and Machine Translation
The semantic representations used by Trujillo are quite similar to MRSs and introduce many properties that can also be found in the MRS formalism. One difference between the two is that indexed lexeme lists lack an equivalent to the scoping mechanism in MRS, and Copestake et al. (2005) show how this can be a problem for semantic disambiguation and translation. The MRS formalism can be considered an improvement over the indexed lexeme lists.
Trujillo does not decompose the prepositions. Syntactically, both static and directional prepositions are considered adjuncts and semantically they are considered modifiers. Prepositions denote relations between the event denoted by the verb and the landmark object. Trujillo observes that prepositions can be stacked as in Example (7) from the introduction, repeated as Example (80). He proposes an analysis where the relevant parts are shown in Example (81) in a notation comparable to ours.
(80) The mouse appeared from under the table.
(81) mouse(x), table(y), appear(e, x), from(p, e, q), under(q, p, y)
As we see, Trujillo lets the prepositions take three arguments. To facilitate a comparison with our implementation and with the English Resource Grammar in the next section, we will call the three arguments ARG0, ARG1, and ARG2, respectively; for example, p is the ARG0 of from (p, e, q) , e is the ARG1, and q is the ARG2. 7 The last two arguments, ARG1 and ARG2, are filled with the event being modified and the landmark, respectively, as in the Core Language Engine approach. When the two prepositions are combined, the lower preposition, under, modifies the object which is the ARG0 of from, and at the same time the object which is the ARG0 of the lower preposition is taken to be the landmark, the ARG2 of from.
Though this solution might work technically for translation purposes, we have problems making sense out of the status of these objects. Trujillo (1995, page 172) says that "these correspond to the place objects that Sondheimer (1978) proposes, although for the purposes of this thesis they become place holders for spatial relations." The ERG also uses a representation with some of the same properties, and we will return to a more detailed comparison to our proposal in the following section. Trujillo does not decompose the prepositions, but he classifies the prepositions with respect to different semantic properties including whether they are static or directional and different directionality types, and places them in a semantic type hierarchy. We think that such a type hierarchy might be useful for selecting the translations of the locative part of a preposition, but from our perspective, this belongs to the lexical semantic properties and is beyond the scope of this article.
The English Resource Grammar
The English Resource Grammar 8 is similar to our proposal in using MRS as the semantic formalism in a linguistic-based computational grammar, but the treatment of locatives is different from ours. Because the ERG treatment of prepositions is quite elaborate, treating different prepositions in different ways and interleaving the semantic analysis with the grammar, we will not be able to give a full and fair presentation of the full ERG analysis, but we will try to sketch some of its main properties regarding locatives, and compare them to our approach.
Prepositions in ERG.
In Example (82) we see a simplified logical representation of the relevant aspects of the MRS representation ERG ascribes to Example (1) . The preposition introduces a relationship between its ARG1, the main event of the sentence, e 1 , and its ARG2, the landmark Paris. In addition, prepositions, like verbs, introduce their own events as an ARG0. This event is used as the main event of sentences where the PP is used predicatively (Kim is in Paris), but e 2 is not used in Example (82). An intransitive preposition like down also modifies the main event and introduces its own event, as seen in the ERG analysis of Example (9), shown in Example (83). This analysis is similar to the ERG analysis of intersective adverbs, like fast. Syntactically, a locative PP can be adjoined to any kind of VP and modify the VP event. In addition, there is a class of directional verbs, like go, run, and drive, which can take a locative PP as an argument. Semantically, however, this is interpreted as modification. Thus even though sentence (2) gets two different syntactic analyses, they are both ascribed the same semantics (see Example (84) Only directional PPs can be arguments to directional verbs. There are three different types of locative prepositions in ERG. Non-directional prepositions, like at, can head a PP which is adjoined to a VP, but cannot head a PP which is argument to a directional verb. Ambiguous prepositions, like in and under, can head PPs that are adjoined to verbs, as well as PPs that are arguments to directional verbs. The two different syntactic analyses the grammar ascribes to Example (3) are semantically both considered as event modification, but the semantic predicate ascribed to the preposition is different in the two cases. When the PP is argument to the verb the preposition is constrained to be directional (Example (86)), but not when it is adjoined to the VP (Example (85)). The third class of prepositions, represented by to, into, and onto, which we would classify as directional, can head PPs in both types of constructions, but ascribe identical semantics to the two (Example (84)).
The main differences between ERG and our proposal so far are the following. ERG does not decompose prepositions semantically. ERG introduces a distinction between directional and static, but does not distinguish between different modes of directionality. In ERG there is a correspondence between syntax and directionality, as PPs that are syntactic arguments of motion verbs have to be read directionally. On the other hand, unambiguously directional prepositions are also allowed to be nonarguments and modify any VP. In our analysis, a semantically modifying PP is syntactically always adjoined to the verb. We do not postulate a syntactic ambiguity in Example (2). And even in semantically ambiguous sentences, like Example (3), we assign only one syntactic structure and keep the mode underspecified in the syntaxsemantics interface. gets the analysis in ERG shown in Example (87). The main point of the analysis is that put takes two individual arguments, corresponding to the subject NP and the direct object NP, and one proposition, which again describes a spatial relationship between two individuals corresponding to the direct object NP and the complement of the locative preposition.
Put
(87) def(y, book(y), def(z, table(z), put(e 1 , kim, y, on/onto(e 2 , y, z)))) 9 (88) def(y, book(y), def(z, table(z), put(e 1 , kim, y, l), on(l, z)))
The most likely way to read this semantic representation when the PP is on the table must be as a resultative. The result of the action is that the relationship on holds between the book and the table. Exactly the same type of analysis is applied in ERG when the PP is the unambiguously directional onto the table, that is, now put is a relationship between the subject, the object, and the proposition expressing that the relationship onto holds between the book and the table. But what should it mean that the relation onto holds between the two objects? In our analysis, as discussed in Section 6.7 and illustrated in Example (88), the verb expresses a relationship between an object and a location directly. The sentence with onto ends up with exactly the same semantic representation as the sentence with on.
Alternating Prepositions.
When an intransitive preposition is followed by a PP, as in Example (10), repeated here as Example (89), ERG provides two different analyses. The first is that the two locatives both modify the main event, e 1 , of the sentence independently of each other as in Example (90) . This analysis corresponds to our analysis where two PPs modify the same VP (note Example (76) in Section 6.6), presented in logical form in Example (92). We read the second ERG analysis (Example (91) We understand this as ERG recognizing the same ambiguity in Example (89) as we do, and that ERG tries to capture the reading we analyzed as Example (75), presented in logical form in Example (93), in this way. But it is neither obvious what kind of event is introduced by down, nor how this event differs from the event introduced by run. We think there is only one event involved here. In this event the child moves downward and ends up under the bridge. Hence it is a cofinal movement where the location is constrained both by down and under the bridge. In the first reading, where the two PPs modify the VP independently (Example (92)), there is still only one event, but because the two PPs might have different modes-e.g., down may be cofinal and under the bridge may be static-two different locations are considered. The cofinal down considers the location where the movement ends, while the static under considers the location of the whole event.
Another difference between our approach and ERG is that ERG ascribes the same two types of analysis to a sentence like Example (94).
(94) A child went down from the bridge.
We do not find this sentence ambiguous in the same way as Example (89). We think it can only mean that both PPs modify the VP. This is the only possible analysis in our approach, because from the bridge cannot be argument to down, as down in our grammar only allows static PPs as complements (interpreted as LPs), whereas from is unambiguously coinitial. (7) gets an analysis like Example (95) in ERG, and our analysis is presented in Example (96). The analysis in Example (95) resembles the one in Example (91), namely, from is treated as if it were intransitive and its last argument place is not filled; the variable u does not occur elsewhere. As with the analysis in Example (91), we have problems in understanding exactly how the event e 2 in Example (95) (97) is analyzed in ERG as a modifier (adjective) on an individual y which is a definite place (Example (98)). In addition, it introduces the unspec loc-relation which behaves as a preposition, taking the place y as its landmark (ARG2), modifying the main event of the sentence, e 1 (ARG1), and introducing its own unused event, e 2 (ARG0). Also the adjectival modifier home introduces its own unused ARG0 event.
PP Transitive Prepositions. Example
(97) The child went home.
(98) def(x, child(x), implicit q(y, place(y) ∧ home(e 3 , y), go(e 1 , x) ∧ unspec loc(e 2 , e 1 , y)))
ERG's lexicalized locatives (Example (98)) bear some similarities to our analysis (Example (99)) if one considers the individual place y in Example (98) to correspond to the location l. The unspec loc-relation in ERG corresponds to the modalizer cf mod in our analysis. But whereas the unspec loc-relation is unrestricted and will represent any directionality type or static, the modes in our analysis can be constrained by the lexicon and syntax to only represent a set of possible modes. In this example the mode will be unambiguously co-final. A more principal difference between ERG and our analysis is that ERG introduces two quite different analyses of the locative intransitive prepositions (adverbs), the one exemplified by Example (98) and the analysis in Example (83) of Example (9). We ascribe the same type of analysis to Example (9) and Example (97).
8.5.6 Consequences for Translation. Our analysis, following Kracht, is meant to be universal across different languages. A locative expression always has the same form st/ci/cf/tr/ad(e, l) ∧ "localizer relation" (l, x) . Which parts of the sentence contibute which parts of this representation might vary across languages. In a transfer-based MT system this means that the mode part will be interlingual, whereas the transfer rules will cater for the localizer. In spirit, this is quite similar to the treatment of temporal prepositions in the LOGON system (Oepen et al. 2004) . On the ERG analysis, there is no reason to expect such a parallelism between two languages. What we have classified as an intransitive use of a locative preposition may be analyzed as either a simple intersective adverb or as a noun combined with the unspec loc-relation in each of the two languages. This yields four different types of transfer rules, and which rule type to invoke for each word pair cannot be predicted without inspecting the relevant lexical entries in the grammars for the two languages.
Moreover, there is also a third type of analyses of intransitive uses of locatives in ERG, where the locative introduces an adjective, the noun place (sted in Norwegian), and an implicit quantifier just like the lexicalized locative in Example (98). But instead of the unspec loc-rel, it introduces a full transitive preposition, like from or to. This is illustrated by Example (100) which in the Norwegian LOGON grammar is analyzed as Example (101).
(100) Barnet gikk herfra. Child.DEF went here-from. 'The child went from here.' (101) def(x, barn(x), def(y, sted(y) ∧ her(e 3 , y), gå(e 1 , x) ∧ fra(e 2 , e 1 , y))) (102) def(x, child(x), implicit q(y, place(y) ∧ here(e 3 , y), go(e 1 , x) ∧ from(e 2 , e 1 , y)))
In this case, such an analysis works well for transfer into English because it can be directly transferred into the representation for from here in Example (102). If we exchange herfra with hit, a similar analysis of Norwegian would exchange fra with til in Example (101). The most natural translation into English would be The child went here, and one would need yet another transfer type. Thus one might end up with nine different possible types of transfer relations between intransitive locative prepositions if both languages allow for the three different types of analyses.
NorGram
NorGram is a computational Lexical Functional Grammar for Norwegian. It has been extended to produce MRSs, as part of the LOGON system (Oepen et al. 2004 (l, y) . Seen this way, the NorGram analysis of prepositions can be thought of as relating the landmark, its ARG2, to both an LP as its ARG0, and an MP as its ARG1. But the ARG0 and the ARG1 are never both used in the same analysis. This means that, technically, one could use the NorGram formalism as a surface representation for these types of constructions and translate into our representation at a deeper level. But such a translation would not be uniform; other correspondences would have to be applied for other constructions. Moreover, we think our representation is cleaner and conceptually clearer. All the introduced variables get used, and have a natural interpretation in our analysis. In particular, the variable connecting the two parts, l, is a location, whereas in the NorGram analysis, the connecting variable, is typed as an event, and it is not clear what kind of denotation could be given to this event.
Evaluation
Because we have so far only made a pilot implementation of the analysis, it is not possible to evaluate the grammar directly on a test corpus. The evaluation will therefore consist of two parts. First, a short corpus study of the LOGON Corpus, in order to examine the relevance of an analysis of locatives; and second, a description of the most important dimensions found in the data set, both as a summarization of our approach and as a brief comparison to ERG and Kracht, and also to construct a small test suite.
A Short Corpus Study: The LOGON Corpus
In order to evaluate the relevance of our analysis of locatives, we have investigated the distribution of prepositions in the LOGON Corpus. This corpus was developed as part of the LOGON project, where semantic MRS-based transfer is combined with stochastic ranking, translating texts from the hiking domain from Norwegian into English (Oepen et al. 2004) . 11 The Norwegian part of the LOGON Corpus consists of 2,109 sentences and 30,348 words. There are 2-3 reference translations into English of the sentences, and ERG has been adopted to parse the English part. In the Norwegian part, 15.4% of the word occurrences (4,667) are prepositions. This number is slightly higher than in the Oslo Corpus 12 (13.6%), a balanced corpus of Norwegian texts.
We have classified the prepositions as being locative or not, and find that about 50% of these (2,333) are locative. Furthermore, we have classified a subset of about one fifth of the locative prepositions with respect to syntactic role. We find that approximately 50% are adverbial, approximately 30% are adnominal, and the rest occur in other types of constructions, for example, predicative, or are difficult to classify. This preliminary corpus study indicates that our analysis of adverbial locatives are relevant for approximately 25% of the prepositions occurring in the LOGON Corpus.
Data Dimensions
As a basis for an evaluation of our analysis of locatives, we have gone through the data found in (Kracht 2002 ) and the LOGON Corpus. We present the most relevant dimensions herein, and compare them briefly to Kracht and ERG. In addition to motivating a short test suite for evaluation, this section is also intended to demonstrate the degree to which we cover the same fragment as Kracht does. Note that the distinction between static and directional verbs is hard to make, and that some verbs, for example, manner of motion verbs, can be coerced to a directional reading when modified by an explicit directional locative as in Example (t.5). The directional reading is not available when modified by an ambiguous locative, however (Examples (t.6 and t.7)).
(t.5) Musa danset inn på bordet. The mouse danced onto the table.
(t.6) Musa danset på st bordet. The mouse danced on st the table.
(t.7) *Musa danset på cf bordet. *The mouse danced on cf the table.
Also, this distinction is not only dependent on the inherent verb semantics, but also affected by the nature of the construction, as in sentences like Example (104).
(104) John smiled his way into the room.
Syntactic Role of the PP.
The PP may serve as either argument or adjunct. This is a theoretical distinction, but we have argued that put-verbs serve as good candidates for verbs taking PP complements. We have also argued that PP arguments may be analyzed as LPs, and that the complement of put-verbs are best interpreted as locations. Put-verbs allow static and cofinal locatives, but not coinitial locatives. Thus, we follow Kracht (2002) in that locatives are generally adjuncts, but may be selected as LPs under certain circumstances. This is shown in Examples (t.8) and (t.9), where the complement PP is analyzed as an LP, and where both static and directional (cofinal) locatives are accepted.
(t.8) John la musa på st/cf bordet. John laid the mouse on/onto the table.
(t.9) *John la musa fra vinduet. *John laid the mouse from the window.
Kracht:
Modificational PPs are adjuncts. Only when the PP is a mandatory argument, or the selecting head enters a relationship with the LP or NP level of the PP, is the PP regarded an argument. ERG: A locative PP can be adjoined to any type of VP. In addition, directional verbs take directional PPs as arguments. PP arguments of put-verbs may be either directional or static, as described in Section 8.5. No treatment of location denoting arguments.
PP Transitivity.
Norwegian locative prepositions may select PPs (Example (t.10)), NPs (Example (t.11)), no complement (Example (t.12)) or alternate between no complement and PP selection (Example (t.13)). As the alternating prepositions take optional complements, they are ambiguous with respect to being the head of a complex PP or the first of two separate PPs (Example (t.13)). Furthermore, under in Example (t.13) is three-ways ambiguous with respect to mode (cf. Section 4.2). We also include an alternating locative (Example (t.14)) where the succeeding PP is blocked from being an LP complement, because the latter PP is coinitial mode, whereas alternating locatives only may select static PP complements as LPs.
(t.10) Musa kom fra under bordet. The mouse appeared from under the Kracht: Does not treat lexical ambiguity directly. ERG: Static/underspecified locatives are supertypes of directional locatives. Locatives are constrained to be directional when selected by a directional verb.
Test Suite.
Based on these dimensions, we have constructed a small test suite in order to summarize and evaluate our approach. The test suite is given in Table 2 . We present the total number of syntactic and semantic analyses produced by ERG. For our grammar we present the number of syntactic analyses and two numbers for the semantic analyses. The first is the number of different semantic representations produced by the system. They may be underspecified with respect to mode. The second number is the number of specified semantic analyses these underspecified analyses represent. We compare these to what we believe are the correct number of semantic analyses for each test sentence. We only include the analyses relevant to locatives from ERG, excluding analyses with non-locative interpretations of the PP, or where one of the prepositions in a complex locative PP is interpreted as a non-locative (e.g. analyses of under as a degree specifier in Examples (t.10) and (t.13)).
From the test suite, we see two problems for our analysis. The first is the undergeneration for Example (t.5), as we do not cope with static verbs and directional modification. This was discussed in Section 9.2.2. The second problem we find in our analysis of Example (t.13). For the reading where both locatives, ned and under bordet, are MPs, our analysis takes ned to be cofinal whereas under bordet is ascribed three different modalities. We do not find good arguments for claiming that this sentence has more readings than the cofinal+static reading besides the PP transitive reading where the two PPs are jointly cofinal. We have therefore indicated that the correct number of readings is 2 in this example. ERG gets a better result in this example because the directional reading of under is only obtained when under heads a PP which is argument to a directional verb. Because a directional verb only takes one PP argument, that reading is not obtainable in this sentence. On the other hand, ERG allows the PP from the table in Example (t.14) to either modify down or the VP. These two analyses result in two different semantic representations, which we find hard to motivate. Taking the correct semantic analyses as our goal we see that our recall is 14/15 and our precision is 14/16, whereas ERG achieves a recall of 14/14 and a precision of 14/16.
Conclusion
We have in this article described a treatment of locative prepositional phrases, which on the one hand is compatible with a compositional formal semantics and on the other hand is carried out in a framework for efficient computational grammars with an underspecified semantics. We believe the main strengths of our approach are the following:
1.
Uniformity: Our analysis provides a uniform analysis of locatives, resulting in the same form on the semantic analyses independent of their syntactic realization.
2.
Simplicity: We underspecify both mode ambiguity and the two roles of prepositions (as modificational or referential), by implementing the emptiness principle and claiming that any static preposition may serve as the LP complement of modalizers like from. Only modalizers need two lexical entries, all other locatives are encoded in a single lexical entry.
3.
Denotational Soundness: All our representations have model-theoretic denotations. The interpretations are intuitively sound. We do not have any uninstantiated argument places.
Compared to other state-of-the-art approaches, we are able to give a far more detailed semantic analysis of the locative prepositions, and at the same time preserve a simple surface representation of the complex semantics of locative prepositions. This can be used in a translation system where it will distinguish between the mode aspect, which should be preserved from one language to the other, and the lexicalized locative expression, which may vary more unsystematically between the two languages.
